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BLOCO FOGO Committee Meeting  
Monday 26 March 2018 
 
Minutes/Action points 
 
Present: Sarah Boughton (Chair), Anthony Hacker, Geoff Powers, Matt Green, Jemma 
Quartermaine, Rosie Pottle, Miranda Muir, Graham Walker 
Apologies: Cheryl Hooker-Blake, Dan Noyek, Andrew Duncan, Susan Flawn 
 
1. Agreed minutes of last committee meeting (29 Jan18) 
2. Actions from meeting 29 Jan 18: 
ACTION: Ask Mascalls about storage options on-site (Matt); check restrictions on van insurance policy 
(Geoff) Van insurance is for off-road parking. 
ACTION: Advertise beginners workshops (all); plan for beginners (mestres); explore trialling of an 
occasional Tuesday social (Anthony) Anthony to develop after taster sessions are complete. 
ACTION: Approach potential Part Time members (Jemma, Miranda) Completed 
ACTION: Arrange printed publicity for beginners (Rosie); costings for flags (Miranda) Much discussion, 
Miranda and Rosie to decide and spend up to £470 on (likely) 3 flags 
ACTION: Ask Dave re new promotional video Completed 
ACTION: delete out-of-date corporate email list (Dan) Not used anyway 
ACTION: Explore price of previous drum wraps (Geoff) No prices found, drum wraps discussed, no 
conclusion reached. 
ACTION: Progress design and ordering of hoodies and gig bags (Rosie); prepare costume guidelines 
(next meeting) Reminder to go in newsletter, orders to Charlotte (Rosie) 
 
ACTION 1: To research and buy 3 flags (2 for parading, one for static) with poles, with our 
new logo, at cost of up to £470 (Miranda, Rosie) 
ACTION 2: Remind via newsletter that Charlotte is putting in an order for hoodies, t-shirts and 
bags, and to order now if wanted (Rosie) 
 
3. Van and storage: Matt reported that he and others were shown a suitable L-shaped room 

in the opposite block at Mascalls (near A hall). Currently contains a redundant lift and 
various loose items.  This would need us to supply racking to make best use of space. It 
was agreed that this was the best option available to us, although it will need drums 
carrying across the car park to our hall. Access to this would only be on Wednesdays so we 
would need to plan ahead for weekend gigs, to ensure the right drums are available.  This 
led on to a discussion about the van.  The van is due an MOT on 18 April, needs 4 new 
tyres and does not have a new driver/keeper.  In addition, the band’s needs for a van have 
changed with us all meeting weekly on one site. And parking it at Mascalls is not possible. 
It was therefore agreed that we dispose of the van and manage with private cars and 
occasional hire of minibus (eg for Reading, Lewes). Geoff suggested that we would save 
around £2,500-£3,000 per annum without van and its costs. The transfer from van to 
storage to take place before 18 April, and to include a full stocktake of the van, for which 
Wednesday 11 April daytime was earmarked.  Jemma agreed to explore disposal of van.  
Sarah agreed to contact Krankus to explain these details and to suggest a working party to 
sort out other items he currently stores. Sarah suggested that, for advertising at gigs, we 
could have car Bloco Fogo stickers. 

ACTION 3: Mascalls to supply costing of storage area, and likely availability for a stocktake on 
11 April (Matt); explore van disposal options (Jemma); contact Krankus re van and other 
storage (Sarah); cancel insurance (Geoff). 
 
4. Beginners sessions: There was general enthusiasm for how the beginners taster sessions 

have gone, and we hope to recruit around 10-12 enthusiastic new players to the red band 
in April.  Miranda reported that she will speak to the red group this week to ensure they 
know how they set about joining the band as of 4 April, and she has been developing an 
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on-line form which can automatically populate the One Sheet.  The information included 
will not contain addresses, but will indicate broad location, to help with lift-sharing when 
needed. There followed a long discussion about whether we should be offering a further 
round of beginners classes in autumn 2018, and what we do with people asking to join the 
band.  The mestres feel they haven’t yet got the measure of how the current red group will 
progress, so are reluctant to commit to a repeat later this year, while the committee view 
is that we have to offer some certainty to potential new members, even if it means waiting 
a few months to join the next intake. Various options were discussed, such as one/two free 
sessions to those wanting to join, then putting them off to the next joining period (either 
autumn or March 2019); a soft intake (no advertising) for autumn 2018 to scoop up any 
who were waiting; and whether all red band had to move to yellow before we take more  
beginners. It was agreed to ask the mestres to discuss this and to revisit at our next 
committee meeting. 

ACTION 4:  Discuss how potential new beginners are dealt with over the next six months/year 
(Mestres) 
 
5. Committee responsibilities: Graham’s paper and chart were considered and the following 

broad areas of responsibility were agreed: 
a. Membership and HR: Jemma and Miranda 
b. Gigs: Sarah 
c. Performance: Mestres 
d. Marketing: Rosie 
e. Kit: Anthony and Graham 
f. Finance: Andrew and Geoff 

Susan was absent from meeting, has role as minutes secretary, and may choose to join one of 
these areas also.  
There was some discussion about the content of each role as defined, and some changes were 
requested.  
ACTION 5: Each grouping to look at task details and bring revisions to next meeting (All) 
 
6. Gig acceptance policy: Sarah introduced this topic by reading from email sent 17/3 which 

outlined various issues around gigs, which are currently accepted on a first come first 
served basis, other than those which are turned down for various reasons (too far away, 
no mestre available, clash with another gig etc).  Theresa had suggested a form of wording 
that enables us to accept the smaller local charity gigs provisionally and to then firm up 
2/3 months beforehand, which would enable us to accept a paying gig in its place if we 
choose to. It was agreed that we could be more pro-active about the gigs we do, including 
trips abroad, but recognised that we cannot actively approach a potential booker without 
first confirming that we have a mestre (and band) willing to play on a particular date. It 
was agreed to continue as we are this year, but using Theresa’s wording for the smaller 
local charity gigs, and that this area would be developed for the start of the 2019 gigging 
season. Also to ask Committee members and mestres for their favourites, and Jemma 
agreed to look into using the website for people to vote on their favourites.  It was also 
agreed that we wouldn’t approach Paddock Wood half marathon (8 April) this year, as we 
now have Brighton Marathon on gig list for 15th, but might consider it as a free offering for 
2019. 

ACTION 6: Ask Theresa to use suggested wording for new local charity gigs from now on 
(Sarah); bring list of favourite gigs to next committee meeting (All); consider developing new 
policy for 2019 (Anthony).  
 
7. Costume guidelines: Sarah’s draft paper was considered and various changes were 

suggested.  Maggie’s proposed hat was approved. 
ACTION 7: Costume guidelines to be recirculated to committee and, once agreed, to be 
published in newsletter (Sarah) 
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8. Data protection issues: Miranda and Jemma to meet with Rose, who has knowledge of the 
new legislation and its implications.  To report back to next meeting. 

ACTION 8: Meet with Rose to discuss implications of new data protection legislation on band 
records, and report back (Jemma, Miranda) 
 
9. Arrangements for Coburg and Glasgow: Stuart to prepare the paperwork for Coburg to go 

out to all band members during April, which will include new members.  Matt considered 
we could take 6 non-players to Coburg (2 flags, 2 bayanas, 2 runners/carriers), so new 
band members would be welcome provided there is room on the coach.  Glasgow is an 
entirely self-funded trip and no group accommodation has been found without requiring a 
large deposit. 4 expensive hotel rooms have been provisionally booked in case they are 
needed. 

ACTION 9: Prepare and circulate Coburg paperwork during April (Stuart); inform Glasgow 
band to make all own arrangements (Sarah) 
 
10. Any other business 

a. Newletter: Jemma proposed this revert to weekly, all agreed.  Newsletter to 
contain name of main focus for red and yellow band. 

b. Drum repairs: Anthony requested new heads for reps and surdos as some have 
been broken.  Sarah to ask Krankus whether we have any on van or at his.  May 
need to purchase after stocktake (see item 3). 

c. Anthony raised a concern from some new yellow band members for more clarity 
on which tunes were being played.  

d. Water: it was agreed that people should be reminded to bring their own water. 
e. Matt suggested that the drama studio was too small for the (now bigger) yellow 

band, but fine for the smaller red band.  He suggested we could consider using 
C Hall as an alternative. There were mixed views on this, as there would be less 
opportunity for cross-over.  It was decided to keep the red band in the drama 
studio for now, and review again. 

f. Rosie asked how many t-shirts to order and most agreed 60 normal fit + 60 
lady fit. 

ACTION 10: Newsletter to be weekly (Jemma, Ed); ask Krankus about spare heads (Sarah); 
keep hall use under review (mestres); order t-shirts (Rosie) 
 
Date of next meeting: Tuesday 22 May 2018. 
 
ACTIONS LIST 

 
ACTION 1: To research and buy 3 flags (2 for parading, one for static) with poles, with our 
new logo, at cost of up to £470 (Miranda, Rosie) 
ACTION 2: Remind via newsletter that Charlotte is putting in an order for hoodies, t-shirts and 
bags, and to order now if wanted (Rosie) 
ACTION 3: Mascalls to supply costing of storage area, and likely availability for a stocktake on 
11 April (Matt); explore van disposal options (Jemma); contact Krankus re van and other 
storage (Sarah); cancel insurance (Geoff). 
ACTION 4:  Discuss how potential new beginners are dealt with over the next six months/year 
(Mestres) 
ACTION 5: Each grouping to look at task details and bring revisions to next meeting (All) 
ACTION 6: Ask Theresa to use suggested wording for new local charity gigs from now on 
(Sarah); bring list of favourite gigs to next committee meeting (All); consider developing new 
policy for 2019 (Anthony).  
ACTION 7: Costume guidelines to be recirculated to committee and, once agreed, to be 
published in newsletter (Sarah) 
ACTION 8: Meet with Rose to discuss implications of new data protection legislation on band 
records, and report back (Jemma, Miranda) 
ACTION 9: Prepare and circulate Coburg paperwork during April (Stuart); inform Glasgow 
band to make all own arrangements (Sarah) 
ACTION 10: Newsletter to be weekly (Jemma, Ed); ask Krankus about spare heads (Sarah); 
keep hall use under review (mestres); order t-shirts (Rosie) 


